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A Brief History of the English Language.  

Mark Damen, CLAS 1100, Presentation 1. 

 

 How old is English? The real question is how far back does speaking go in human 

prehistory? And the answer is: English is as old as human speech itself because all languages are 

the result of an evolutionary process which can be traced back to the beginnings of our species. 

What presumably started as grunts and calls and the imitation of sounds in nature slowly 

developed into a complex system of sound articulation with symbolic meaning attached to it. 

That is, “woof” not only mimicked the sound of a dog but ultimately came to represent “dog” 

itself. In other words, that cluster of sounds took on symbolic meaning. While we don’t have any 

direct proof that symbolic language existed among our prehistoric human ancestors, there is 

some evidence of their ability to speak in complicated ways.  

 Homo erectus, the hominin form that lived from 1.6 million to 300,000 years ago, had a 

skeletal structure with room for a large larynx, the organ in the throat that makes the basic 

sounds used in speech. Neanderthals had the same. Why would their jaws have had all that room 

there except to house organs like the larynx, the sole purpose of which is to make complex 

sounds? But that’s not the same as saying that any of these human forms could speak, something 

impossible to prove or disprove.  

 All the same, it’s worth noting that these structures in the throat are not an entirely benign 

thing. Passing food and air and speech over the same passageway opens the door to choking, a 

real hazard. Indeed, thousands of people die every year because the food they’re swallowing 

accidently blocks their access to air, which just goes to show how valuable the ability to speak is. 

To put it another way, we are willing to sacrifice a certain percentage of our population to 

choking just to have the ability to communicate with each other. The Greek philosopher Aristotle 

famously defined man as “the animal that lives in cities,” but I would assert we live together and 

build cities so we can talk to each other. I agree with those of my colleagues who say our species 

would be more accurately classified as homo loquens, the “talking” animal. The fact is, no 

community of humans has ever been found who didn’t use sounds produced in their throat and 

mouth to interact with each other. Not the wheel, not the bow, not the plow, not the computer ─ 

language is our first and greatest invention. Everything we have and have done depends on our 

ability to share our thoughts and knowledge with each other. Language is the key tool in making 

that happen.  

 

 Around thirty thousand years ago, during the period called the Neolithic Age, our species 

(homo sapiens) rose to prominence and began exterminating all rival forms of hominins.  

There exists evidence dating to this time of a growing sophistication in tool manufacture  

and art, like the cave paintings at Altamira in Spain. These capabilities all but demand increasing 

communication skills. How else could our ancestors have learned to engage in social hunting or 

have handed down their knowledge about how to make weapons?  

 Returning to the question that opened this presentation (“How old is English?”), let’s 

look at the same issue from the other direction chronologically. “Do any of the languages these 

primitive people spoke still exist?” And the answer is “Yes!” All modern languages are the 

descendants in one way or another of these aboriginal tongues. But nothing spoken today is the 

same as those prehistoric languages, all of which evolved over time, as they are still doing, on 

their way to becoming the forms of communication we use today. It is a fact of life: language has 
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to change constantly to meet an ever-changing world, and as a tool just like any other, it must be 

constantly sharpened and reshaped.  

 Let’s look at the opening question yet another way: are there any languages which are not 

part of the large linguistic families that account for the vast majority of tongues spoken today 

(the Chinese group, the Hindi group, etc.)? That is, are there any languages which are the 

linguistic equivalent of Neanderthals, in other words, a separate species of human expression that 

originated independently of other extant tongues, a “living fossil,” so to speak?  

 There is. Basque, a language spoken in southern France and northern Spain. While all 

other languages found in Europe today belong to some known large language group like Indo-

European or Altaic, Basque has never been successfully tied into any attested group. Its 

vocabulary and grammar contain unique structures, suggesting it is the sole surviving language 

of an independent linguistic group that originated who knows where or when. Thus, Basque 

offers especially valuable data about early human communication, not because it’s primitive per 

se ─ just like all languages, it’s evolved over time ─ but because it’s fundamentally different 

from any other known form of human communication, the last remnant of a linguistic family 

which had and has a very different way of speaking. It’s the coelacanth of linguistics, if you will.  

 

 And that raises another important issue: if we go back far enough in human history, 

would we find just one language? That is, are all languages ultimately related, even tongues 

which look as different as those spoken in Chinese, Polynesian and Native American cultures?  

Or, was language invented independently by different peoples? Extant languages do, in fact, look 

on the surface very different. So, were we somehow coded to start talking at some point in our 

evolution? Or did one group of prehistoric peoples see others speaking and, though they didn’t 

understand what was being said, imitate the invention, thereby creating a whole new system of 

syntax and vocabulary? That seems more likely, but it’s not that simple.  

 There are characteristics which certain languages share spoken by people who, it would 

seem, have no possibility of intercultural contact because they are now too far apart. For 

instance, Basque shares some features with Na-Dene, a Native American language group in 

western Canada. Finnish presents affinities with some Eskimo-Aleut tongues. The root word for 

“dog” in Indo-European, Uralic and certain Native American languages is cognate, meaning they 

all share a common ancestor. The word “tik” denotes “one” or “finger” ─ like a tik mark used in 

counting ─ in some language spoken on every continent humans have settled. As far back as 

1987 Merritt Ruhlen wrote: “The significant number of such global cognates leads some scholars 

to conclude that all the world’s languages ultimately belong to a single language family.” It’s 

still a matter under debate.  

 

 The language family to which English belongs is called Indo-European. The discovery of 

a mother tongue which underlies a large number of languages spoken today belongs to William 

Jones, an English judge who lived in India during the late 1700’s. There he had contact with 

ancient Indian languages and literature where he encountered the Vedas, very old hymns. In 

reading those, Jones saw what is readily evident to anyone who studies them. The language in 

which they are written, Sanskrit, is clearly related to Latin and Greek, the oldest languages that 

in his day were preserved in European culture. To wit, the word for “three” in Sanskrit is trayas. 

In Greek it’s treis, and in Latin tres. The Sanskrit for “snake” is sarpa; in Latin it’s serpens, from 

which we get our word “serpent.” 
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 Here is a chart of cognates (words related linguistically) for words like “month,” 

“mother,” “new,” “night,” “nose,” and “three” in various languages which have all been shown 

to come originally from a single tongue. At a meeting of the Asiatick Society of Calcutta in 

1786, Jones presented his findings, concluding that “no philologer could examine all three 

languages [Sanskrit, Latin and Greek] without believing them to have sprung from some 

common source which, perhaps, no longer exists.” 

 Two centuries of scholarship have confirmed Jones’ hypothesis beyond any reasonable 

doubt. There had to have existed once a group of people who spoke a language now used in 

various forms by people inhabiting areas from central India to northern Europe. Hence, the 

tongue was dubbed “Proto-Indo-European.” What the original speakers called this language ─ or 

for that matter themselves ─ is not known. But the words they used and the grammar of their 

language can be reconstructed with great certainty since there are so many daughter languages 

attesting to the nature of the original tongue.  

 The data evidence even the path Proto-Indo-European followed as it broke up, first into 

large groups such as Germanic, Italic, Hellenic and Indo-Iranian, then into sub-groups and 

specific daughter languages, begging the question of when this all happened, as it turns out, a 

matter of pure conjecture since there’s all but no documentary or physical evidence to suggest a 

date for the breakup of Indo-European culture. 3500 BCE at the earliest is often cited but is 

merely a guess. Nor is the reason any clearer why Indo-Europeans began spreading into new 

territory. The only thing that is indisputable is the success of these invasions. Indo-Europeans 

conquered and inhabited most of Europe, seeding many of the ancient civilizations there: the 

Celts, the Gauls, the Germans, the Italians, the Greeks and many more; in the east, the same, 

taking over northern India and even parts of east Asia.  

 The result was a collection of linguistic groups ─ Baltic, Celtic, Germanic in the far 

northwest; and Indo-Aryan in the far southeast ─ that became the bases of whole civilizations,  

civilizations that displaced other civilizations already in the area which were eradicated and in 

many cases left behind hardly a trace of their existence. The Indo-Europeans’ successes carry on 

into the world today where over half of the human population on the planet now speaks a 

language belonging to the Indo-European family. For our purposes in this class, there are three 

important branches: the Germanic branch which ultimately produced modern English; the Italic 

branch where Latin developed; and the Hellenic branch in which Greek evolved.  

 

 In its earliest phase English was the language of the Indo-Europeans, i.e. Proto-Indo-

European. But then as its speakers moved into northern Europe, it began changing into Common 

Germanic whose basic vocabulary and grammar formed the foundation of the Germanic 

languages. Subsequently, Common Germanic started breaking up into what would eventually 

become modern Germanic languages, among them English, that is, the form which Proto-Indo-

European took in the mouths of some speakers living in northwest Europe. But at the time that 

didn’t include the island that would one day come to be called England. In the first millennium 

BCE there weren’t yet Angles in England. Instead, it was occupied by a different Indo-European 

group, the Celts, the remnants of whose culture is still felt in Wales, Scotland and Ireland where 

various forms of Gaelic, Celtic daughter languages, are still spoken.  

 With the Roman conquest of Britain beginning under Julius Caesar (50’s BCE) and 

completed by the armies of another emperor Claudius about a hundred years later, the British 

isles were exposed to another branch of Indo-European culture, the Italic group. Though the 

Romans controlled England until the fifth century, their impact was relatively minor. To them 
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the island was mainly a military outpost designed to protect their holdings on the continent from 

the barbarian tribes to the north and west. Thus, the influence of Latin, the Romans’ language, is 

minimal, seen mainly in place names like Manchester and Lancaster which derive from the Latin 

word for “army camp,” castra.  

 After the Romans left the island around 400 CE, England finally welcomed the people 

who would give it its name, the Angles and Saxons, both tribes from northern Germany.  

In other words, English (in an early form) at last arrived in England. Like so many Indo-

European invaders, the Angles and Saxons displaced natives ─ in this case, the Celts, their Indo-

European predecessors ─ and their language (“Anglo-Saxon”) replaced the Celtic tongue as the 

principal vehicle of government and literature. Before the invasion, classical vocabulary derived 

from Latin and Greek had already made its way into Anglo-Saxon when the Anglo-Saxons were 

still living in Germany, mostly words for which there was no native equivalent, that is, words 

Anglo-Saxons had to borrow because they didn’t have the thing itself, such as “street” from 

Latin strata (a “paved” road), “wine” from Latin vinum, also, “mile,” “inch,” “table,” “chest” 

and “pillow.” 

 In that day English looked like this, a form that is to us today incomprehensible. And 

that’s because what would change English and make it much more like Latin and what we know 

as English had yet to happen, the Norman Conquest of 1066 CE, when England was invaded and 

conquered by William of Normandy. Normandy is in France, just across the Channel from 

England. William was of Viking stock, the latest in a line of Norman (“Northman”) rulers  

to whom the King of France had ceded land many years before. By William’s day, these former 

Vikings had stopped using their own language derived from a Scandinavian branch of Proto-

Indo-European and adopted the local tongue, an early form of Old French, what Latin had 

developed into since the time of the Fall of Rome, several centuries before.  

 When the Normans began conducting all sorts of business in this Anglo-Norman dialect   

─ that’s the linguistic term for their brand of French ─ the subjugated Anglo-Saxons were forced 

to use that language, too, introducing many new words into English, such as jury, justice, felony, 

marriage, prison and parliament. And when this situation continued for over three hundred years 

─ indeed, after the conquest no English king could even speak English until Henry IV who 

ascended the throne in 1399! ─ the result was a huge infusion of classical terms into English, 

most of them based on Latin.  

 But with the merger of these cultures, the resulting distribution of resources was not 

entirely equal, a fact English vocabulary recalls in the words that come from Anglo-Saxon versus 

Latinate origin. In particular, linguistic differences reveal the class system of Norman England. 

Simple trades, like miller, baker and shoemaker, are Anglo-Saxon words; skilled and higher-

paying occupations come from Latin: mason, painter, tailor. The names of many farm animals 

are Anglo-Saxon: sheep, cow, ox; meats are Norman: mutton, beef, veal. Guess who’s raising the 

animal, but guess who’s eating it.  

 But while Anglo-Norman vocabulary became a regular feature of English, the same did 

not hold true for Latin-based grammar. French verb endings, for instance ─ and anyone who’s 

studied French knows how tough those are to learn ─ made all but no impact on Anglo-Saxon. 

Only in one small corner of English did Anglo-Norman syntax leave any trace, our tendency to 

put the adjective after the noun in accordance with French habit and against the English custom 

on putting the adjective before the noun it goes with, seen in some formal and government 

terminology derived from Anglo-Norman: court martial, attorney general, notary public, heir 

apparent, battle royal, proof positive.  
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 The impact on English speakers of being governed by a dynasty of kings who didn’t 

speak their language can also be measured by the pressure on the Anglo-Saxons’ language, 

reducing it to a simpler form. Why? When rulers and lawyers and writers and engineers no 

longer conduct their business in a certain tongue, its speakers will be, for the most part, common 

folk whose regard for the niceties of expression and finer points of grammar and tradition is 

rarely great.  

 Without pedants and poets to elevate or at least maintain the linguistic status quo and 

thereby suppress change, English began to evolve rapidly, losing much of the nuance it once had. 

Almost all the word endings in Old English disappeared. By the time the process was done, the 

only way left to change a noun’s form was to add -s, making it either plural or possessive. After 

all, how many pigs there are in a pen is really all that matters to a swineherd and to who ─ I 

mean, whom ─ they belong. Verbs could still be made present or past, but that’s all. Subtleties 

like who’s doing the action (I? you? we?) were left to pronouns, except in the 3
rd

-person singular 

where verbs retained an -s ending ─ “I come” but “he comes” ─ because, well, apparently “he’s” 

mattered to Anglo-Saxon farmers where “they’s” and “you’s” did not. No idea why.  

 Anglo-Saxon vocabulary took it on the chin as well, losing nearly 85% of the words 

found in English prior to 1066, most overlaid by Norman terms. That left English with a native 

glossary of only about 4500 words. That’s less than one-percent of modern English. Still, these 

are some of the most commonly used terms today: man, woman, child, brother, sister, house, 

sleep, eat, drink, love, fight, to, at, in, with, and so on. Thus, most of the words on any page of an 

English text are Anglo-Saxon, but that includes few of the “important” words, the big and 

complicated vocabulary, the reason English speakers like you have to take a class like this. 

Channeled into our language through Anglo-Norman, these “big words” tend to come from Latin 

or Greek originally.  

 The new blend of classical and Anglo-Saxon linguistic traditions that emerged in the late 

Middle Ages marks such a significant shift in the development of our tongue that it earned a new 

name: “Middle English.” Unlike its pre-Norman ancestor, this form of English looks much more 

familiar to us, as can be seen in this passage of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales: “(It) Befell that, in 

that season on a day / In Southwerk at the Tabard (a famous tavern) where I lay / Ready to 

wenden (i.e. go) on my pilgrimage / To Canterbury with full devout courage / At night was come 

into that hostelry (inn) / Well nine and twenty in a company …”  

 English’s new double nature produced a sense in its speakers that their language should 

embrace the wealth of communication all around them ─ the French went the other way and tried 

to stop foreign words from entering their langue ─ and that opened British speech to an 

enormous absorption of vocabulary as English speakers colonized the globe. At the same time, 

this blended tongue with way more words than are necessary to say what anyone means also 

began forcing itself on foreign cultures, becoming by the 20
th

 century, the international language 

of many nations, especially those engaging in science and commerce. Indeed, well over a 

hundred national airlines use English as their principal mode of communication, even when no 

one speaking or listening is a native speaker. Too bad, then, that English is so difficult to learn. 

And why is that? In part, because of its tendency to absorb words from other languages, creating 

dictionaries impressive enough that you can stand on them to reach something on the top shelf of 

your etymological library.  

 

 In conclusion, English shares contact with other languages in two major ways 

encompassed by several terms you’ll need to know for this class, one, cognates, “words in 
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different languages which have the same root,” for instance, English “mother,” Spanish “madre,” 

French “mère,” and Dutch “moeder”; and, two, derivatives. A derivative is “a word borrowed 

from another word or root, usually belonging to another language,” for instance, “rival” which 

comes from the Latin word rivus, meaning “river bank,” reminding us of how important water 

has always been to human communities and how bitter the fights over it can be. That is, simply 

to suggest someone lives near you on a river bank eventually came to imply you were “rivals” 

for the precious commodity in the “river.” 

 A single word root can occasionally produce two or more English words, including both 

cognates and derivatives. For example, the Latin word pater is cognate with the English word 

“father”  ─ we’ll learn how that works later in the class ─ but pater has also produced 

derivatives like “paternal” and “paternity.” 

 Like pater, some foreign words have also produced multiple English derivatives which 

share a core sense but can have very different sensibilities. Closely related derivatives of this sort 

are called doublets, meaning “two words of the same language which are derived from the same 

original word.” Usually they have different meanings, which are closely related sometimes, 

sometimes not. For instance, Latin fragilis (“breakable”) has given English both “frail” and 

“fragile.” “Frail” and “fragile” are thus doublets. Also, from Latin amator (“lover”) English gets 

“amatory” (i.e. “having to do with love”) and “amateur” (“one who loves doing something but 

often doesn’t do it very well”), two very different sensibilities deriving from the same original 

sense.  

 And here are doublets ever further apart in their meaning. Greek gramma, meaning 

“letter,” as in a “letter of the alphabet,” is the basis of our word “grammar” in its sense “the basic 

rules of linguistic communication.” But it also gives us the word “glamour” because mystical 

letters were often written above the heads of magicians in medieval pictures, so “letter” came to 

indicate the magical aura surrounding important people. Later, it evolved to mean “mystique,” 

and subsequently “an unusual attractiveness.” Indeed, words can change their meaning a lot over 

time, as you’re about to discover.  

 

 That’s the end of this presentation. Please learn the terms “cognate,” “derivative” and 

“doublet.” Good wording ‘til next time! 

 

 


